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Facial Treatment

O L I V I E R  C L A I R E  F R A N C E LE B SPA - 04.90.54.56.78 - 13520 PARADOU
 

The Major Beauty Grand Treatment:    105 mins / 195€

The quintessence of Olivier Claire's anti-aging treatments and
expertise. Your skin’s cellular regeneration is stimulated intensely
thanks to the synergy of rare and precious active ingredients - Sea
Fennel native cells, fresh Wakamé cells and fresh Sunflower
pollen. 

The Radiance Discovery Treatment:        60 mins / 130€

Discover the true efficiency of Olivier Claire's anti-aging
treatments. You will be immersed in naturalness and your skin
will regenerate, firm, fresh and a more luminious complexion.

 



Body Treatment 
The Invigorating Massage:                                                         60 mins / 130€

A stimulating and detoxifying massage thanks to a cocktail of plant-based active
ingredients that work in perfect synergy. Expert movements drain, tone your body,
revitalize and oxygenate your skin. Your body is replenished, your skin firmer, your
energy lastingly boosted.

Custom treatments:                                                               60 mins / 130€

Californian, Swedish,… choose the treatment made for you!

The Gentle Interlude:                                                          105 mins / 175€ 
Olivier Claire Body Scrub & Gentle Body Massage. Combination of a natural scrub
highly concentrated in plant-based active ingredients and a gentle massage rich in
comforting and nourishing active ingredients that promotes cell renewal, moisturize
and soften the skin.
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The b Design Interlude- 90 mins/  160€
To alleviate travel fatigue, relax the features and
illuminate the complexion, there is nothing like

this cocktail of noble and rare plant-based active
ingredients applied to the face, neck and décolleté
according to an exclusive Olivier Claire protocol.

Combined with the scrub, the Olivier Claire
Verbena Mist subtly perfumes the body, softening

and smoothing the skin. 
 

The Olivier Claire Experience-  120 mins / 230€

Body & Facial treatment
 

The union of these two treatments is perfect for you
to discover the true efficiency of the Olivier Claire

anti-aging treatments.Naturalness, powerful formulas
highly concentrated in active ingredients, expert and

personalized movements are the hallmarks of this
treatment for regenerated, firm, fresh and radiant

skin.
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SPA ACCESS
Access to the spa is at €30 per person for half day. People who have booked a treatment have priority access to the well being area.

We provide you with a locker, a towel, a bathrobe and a pair of slippers.The pool and the hammam are mixed. Wearing a swimsuit is compulsory.
It is mandatory to wear sports clothes and shoes to access the fitness room.

ARRIVAL AT THE SPA
In order to fully enjoy your spa experience, we recommend that you arrive 15 minutes before your appointment time. In case of delay, we will be

under the obligation to shorten your treatment accordingly. On the other hand, if our schedule allows us,
we will endeavor to offer you the same service.

Kindly note that swimsuits are available for sale at the spa entrance.
Access to the spa and the fitness room is prohibited for children under 16 years old.

DURATION OF CARE
The duration of the treatments represents the programming duration: it includes in addition to the actual duration of the treatment, reception in

the cabin, dressing and leaving the cabin.

HEALTH
The treatments provided in the spa are reserved exclusively for people in good health.

Please let us know of any health issues. If in doubt, please consult your doctor before booking.
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EXPECTANT MOTHER
 

Do not hesitate to ask the spa staff for advice to help you select the most appropriate treatments at this very special time.
For the realization of the services, we use products that will not harm the child and the mother.

 
PERSONAL ITEMS

 
For the smooth running of the treatment, it is advisable to remove your jewellery.

The management cannot be held responsible in the event of loss, theft, forgetfulness or damage to objects or jewelery within the spa.
 

OUR ENGAGEMENT
 

The accessories used by our beauticians have been sterilized beforehand.
Linen is changed after each treatment. Our massages are aesthetic and non-therapeutic wellness treatments.

Our entire team wishes you a unique moment of relaxation.
 

RESERVATION & CANCELLATION
 

 We can guarantee you the time of your choice, we advise you to anticipate your appointment as much as possible.
If you are unable to attend, we would be grateful if you could cancel your appointment.

at least 24 hours in advance.
Beyond this period, we will be obliged to invoice your care.
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LE B SPA
 

1, CHEMIN DE L'ANCIENNE VOIE FERRÉE - 13520 LE PARADOU (FRANCE)
T. +33(0)4 90 54 56 78 - 

RESERVATION@HOTELBDESIGN.FR - WWW.HOTELBDESIGN.FR
 

COMMANDEZ VOTRE BON CADEAU SUR NOTRE BOUTIQUE EN LIGNE :
WWW.BBOUTIQUE.FR

LE B SPA
 

1, CHEMIN DE L'ANCIENNE VOIE FERRÉE - 13520 LE PARADOU (FRANCE)
T. +33(0)4 90 54 56 78 - 

RESERVATION@HOTELBDESIGN.FR - WWW.HOTELBDESIGN.FR
 

ORDER YOUR GIFT VOUCHER ON OUR ONLINE STORE: WWW.BBOUTIQUE.FR


